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13:30-13:45
Registration & Welcome remarks
Dr Emmanuel PUIG, Head of China’s Strategic Observatory, Asia Centre
Ms Nadège ROLLAND, Directorate for Strategic Affairs
Mr Ted Whiteside, Deputy Assistant Secretary General for Public Diplomacy, NATO

13:45-15:30
Panel 1: China and the Strategic Meaning of the Crisis
Chair: Pr Jean-Luc RACINE, Vice-President of Asia Centre
- China-Russia-Ukraine: the Awkward Triangle,
  Dr Artur GRADZIUK, PISM
- NATO’s partnerships in the strategic environment of Russia and China:
  Mr Zsolt RABAII, Public Diplomacy Division, NATO
- The Perceptions of the Crisis Among China’s Political Elite:
  Pr FENG Yujun, Director of the Institute of Russian Studies, CICIR
Q&A

15:30-15:45
Coffee break

15:45-17:30
Panel 2: The «Crimean Precedent»: China and the International Consequences of the Crisis
Chair: Mr Ted WHITESIDE, Deputy Assistant Secretary General for Public Diplomacy, NATO
- «Non-interference» vs. «Sphere of influence»: Where does China really stand?
  Mr. Antoine BONDAZ, Associate Fellow, Asia Centre, Visiting Scholar, Carnegie-Tsinghua Center
- Loss of face, loss of faith? How Asian Powers See US Attitude
  Pr Gilbert ROZMAN, Emeritus Musgrave Professor, Princeton University
- The «Crimean Precedent»: Is there a Risk of Replication in Asia?
  Dr FU Yu, Institute of World Political Studies, CICIR
Q&A

17:30
Conclusion

Registration: contact@centreasia.eu